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Let's grow your LinkedIn audience and get you more high-

quality leads now!

Business is happening every day on the platform, but if you

are engaging in these "7 Deadly LinkedIn Sins" then you will

NOT get the results you want.

Now you can escape the common traps that entrepreneurs

fall into by going through this easy-to-understand guide,

with quick-to-remedy solutions.  

See if you are currently making any of these 7 LinkedIn

Deadly Sins, and take the steps to fix the issues so you can

get the success you want on the platform. 

Regards, 

Wendy "7 Deadly Sins" Maynard

If you want to learn more about my wildly popular,
highly-effective LinkedIn growth program, then
message me with the word "GROW" and I'll send you
the details.

LINKEDIN LEAD MASTERY

WELCOME!
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According to Linkedin,  members with complete profiles are far more likely to

receive business opportunities through the platform. 

If that’s not a BIG 'ol hint, I don’t know what is. 

Linkedin will give you “All-Star” badge if you’ve completely filled out your

profile. You'll see it right under your Feature section.

This includes your About summary, headline, work history, services, etc. 

It’s up-in-the-air as to if Linkedin shows your profile more often if it’s complete,

but they push this hard, so it’s in your best interest for visibility to fill all of this

out and get your All-Star badge.

What's more, having an incomplete profile sense a signal to potential clients

that you don't take your business that seriously. 

Take Action: Think of your LinkedIn profile as a landing page for your personal

brand that helps leads know why they should hire you over anyone else.  

Done right, it's a fantastic way to let people know who you are, what you do,

who you help, and how you help them. 

Go complete your profile right now. Make sure everything is filled out.

LinkedIn will let you know with prompts what else is needed. 

Get that All-Star badge. Then refine and improve your About section over time.

DEADLY SIN #1: AN INCOMPLETE LI PROFILE
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Your cover banner is that big horizontal space at the top of your profile, behind

your profile photo. And right now it's the boring default design or a pretty

image that isn't working to bring you leads.  

Bummer!

You are missing out on an incredible opportunity to showcase your business

and build your brand.

When people come to your profile, your cover banner is one of the first things

people see. 

Use this fact to your advantage.

Take Action: Use a creative tool like Canva or Photoshop, and create an eye-

catching cover banner image that speaks to what you do simply and clearly. 

Make it so that when people click on your profile, they can learn more about

what you do right away on your banner. 

Here is an example of my banner photo - it reinforces my personal brand and

has my URL: 
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DEADLY SIN #2: NO COVER BANNER

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wendymaynard/


Your headline is that blurb that appears right under your name. 

And, if you are committing Deadly Sin #3, then it's currently generic, lackluster,

or non-existent (because you haven’t completed it yet). 

The LinkedIn headline is one of the MOST visible sections of your profile and it's

key to making a positive first impression to potential clients. 

Not only does it stretch across the top of your profile, but it shows up when you

comment and post. It also introduces you in newsfeed posts, the "People You

May Know" section, and the "People Also Viewed" section.

It's ALSO one of the most important components driving the LinkedIn search

algorithm - this means you should have strategic keywords that help you

appear higher in LinkedIn searches. 

If you have a horrible headline, you are missing out on SO many opportunities.

Optimized headlines = more searches, more views, more deals.

Take Action: Begin your headline with keywords that tell people what you do,

as well as to help you show up in searches, too. Think about the terms people

are typing into the search bar when they’re looking for services like yours. 

In the second part of your headline, tell potential clients the value that you

bring to the table and the results that you can deliver to them.

Here is an example of my headline - it starts with keywords and then showcases

how I help my clients.
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DEADLY SIN #3: A HORRIBLE HEADLINE



You will get the most power from LinkedIn if you build an audience that's filled

with people who 1) would make an ideal client for you and 2) people who are

well-positioned and serve a similar audience (ex: synergistic businesses who ca

refer clients your way).

If you are currently committing the Deadly Sin of Connecting with Everyone,

here's my tough love for you: "Everyone" is not a strategy.  

LinkedIn is not about how many connections you have. It's about how well you

know your network, how well you provide value to them, how much your network

looks to you as the Go-To authority in your niche, and the relationships you

build with your audience. 

Quality trumps quantity. Figure out WHO your ideal people are and begin to

add them. Once you have that piece dialed in, you can scale up the number of

daily connection requests you make.

Take Action: Get crystal clear on your WHO (that's what I call your ideal

person). Create a persona for them and then search for them on LinkedIn.

Intentionally add only these individuals (or people who can refer these

individuals to you) to your audience.  

To find your WHO, enter a keyword related to your target audience in the

search bar. FYI: Linkedin only allows so many free searches per month, or you

can do a paid account. 

Request connections with 10-20 of these people each day (not all will accept,

but that's ok.). It sounds like a lot, but once you make it a habit, it's pretty easy.
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DEADLY SIN #4: CONNECTING WITH EVERYONE



There is an algorithm that drives LinkedIn. This is simply a set of rules that's

programmed into the platform.

It determines what content shows up in your LinkedIn feed, as well as the

amount of your content that shows up in the feeds of other people.

And while I could completely nerd out on the algorithm, I'll keep this simple. The

LinkedIn algorithm rewards engagement. 

Essentially, this means you should be creating content that sparks conversation

AND you should be commenting on others' posts as well as replying to people

who have commented on yours (be sure to tag people with @name so they will

be notified).

Take Action: Spend at least 15-20 minutes a day liking and commenting on

posts in your feed. 

Go to posts created by your clients, past clients, and people you would like to

be clients and spend some time commenting on these.

Respond in a timely manner to everyone who has commented on your posts.

Give them a thoughtful answer and consider asking them a another question to

contine the conversation. 

DEADLY SIN #5: NOT ENGAGING WITH OTHERS
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In order to grow your visibility, show your audience that you provide incredible

value, and position yourself as the Go-To expert in your niche, you need to

show up consistently. 

If you are currently committing the Deadly Sin of Showing Up Inconsistently

then you are missing out on a ton of opportunities. 

You are less likely to get noticed and the LinkedIn algorithm may not even push

your posts into your audiences feed because it lowers your relevancy score. 

You'll notice that a lot of your posts won't get any engagement at all - and this

is not necessarily because your posts are poorly written, it's generally a

symptom of inconsistent posting.

Take Action: I recommend that you commit to creating a post once a day. 

Quality matters. Pretend you are sitting around a table with a mastermind of

your ideal clients. It is your turn to speak...to give them a tip...

What will you say? Do you want to ask them a question? What are they

interested in hearing? How will you add to their business or life?

This is what you should write in your posts.

Pay attention to the types of posts that your audience engages with and create

more like those. Over time, maximize what is working for your right-fit people.

DEADLY SIN #6: SHOWING UP INCONSISTENTLY
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Let's talk about Direct Messaging (DMs)...Many of you have told me how much

you HATE it. 😱 You've said DMs are bad, sleazy, annoying, spammy, etc...

Here's my conclusion...Most entrepreneurs are doing it wrong. They drop into

someone's inbox and IMMEDIATELY try to sell.

And NOBODY likes to have a pitch vomited on them.

When you approach DMs this way, you are committing a Deadly LinkedIn Sin. 

You may be surprised to know that I use DMs every day.

And DMs work really, really well for me (and ask my clients how I've changed

the DM game for them).

So, let me explain how I use DMs and what I teach my clients. 

Action Item: Use DMs as a channel to build and nurture long-term

relationships. Actually have REAL conversations with people via DMs (I know! So

weird, right?!). 

Talk to people using DMs exactly the same way you talk to people everywhere

else. Think chit-chat, coffee shop banter... 

Approach people from a heart-centered place and genuinely get to know them

better. Tell people when you like their video. Ask about their kids/partner/pets. 

I believe that in both business and life, good relationships and genuine kindness

are EVERYTHING. 

If you start approaching DMs from this place, it will be a game-changer for

your biz.

DEADLY SIN #7: VOMITING A PITCH VIA DM
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Follow me on LinkedIn here.

Join my free private FB group, LinkedIn Lead Machine here.

Want to join our next LinkedIn Lead Mastery group? 

See if you’re a right fit, I can send you the details. Message me

here with the words "Case Study."

If you want specific one-on-one help, message me with the

word “Private” and let’s brainstorm some ideas that will work

best for your business.

LINKEDIN LEAD MASTERY
GROW YOUR FOLLOWING •  PACK YOUR P IPEL INE 

NOW YOU CAN STOP "SINNING"
AND START WINNING

And if you want to learn more about growing your audience,
landing high-quality leads, and monetizing your LinkedIn

presence, here's how I can help you:

Until we connect again, 

Wendy "7 Deadly Sins" Maynard

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wendymaynard/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/LinkedInLeadGen/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wendymaynard/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wendymaynard/

